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What you have heard so far

 Szilard’s principle of entropy generation due to 
information acquisition (measurement)

 Brillouin: measurement with photons; the 
negentropy principle

 Landauer’s erasure principle

 Bennett’s argument



What is an exorcism?

 exorcism: a scientific paper whose aim is to save the 
Second Law of thermodynamics by finding arguments 
which prevent Maxwell’s Demon from violating the 
Second Law

I will also use the following notion:

 successful exorcism: an exorcism that infers correctly 
the impossibility of violating the Second Law without 
assuming the Second Law or anything that has not been 
derived or that is not an accepted axiom.

We will argue that there is no successful exorcism yet



What papers this talk is mainly based on

 Exorcist XIV: The Wrath of Maxwell's Demon. Part I.
From Maxwell to Szilard.
Earman and Norton
Stud. Hist. Phil. Mod. Phys., Vol 29, No. 4 p435--471, 
1998

 Exorcist XIV: The Wrath of Maxwell's Demon. Part II. 
From Szilard to Landauer and Beyond.
Earman and Norton
Stud. Hist. Phil. Mod. Phys., Vol 30, No. 1 p1--40, 
1999



Maxwell’s Demon: critique of 
existing research literature

 Introduction

◦ Why the Second Law began to be challenged

 Problems of the exorcisms

◦ Considerations of particular demons only

◦ Earman and Norton‘s dilemma

 Comments on Bennett‘s exorcism

 Summary



Introduction
Why the Second Law began to be challenged



Why the Second Law began to be challenged

 Thermodynamics

◦ A macroscopic theory: systems can be described by few state variables

 Kinetic Theory

◦ Many aspects of thermodynamics can be derived microscopically

◦ The idea that matter like gases consists of particles led Maxwell to consider the 
“Demon“



Why the Second Law began to be challenged

Maxwell‘s Demon

◦ Particles’ velocities are Maxwell-Boltzmann-distributed  different velocities

◦ The demon opens the door for fast particles going from A to B and for slow 
particles going from B to A (which can in principle be done with no work)

◦ A temperature difference has been built up which can be used to produce work

◦ Total effect: work has been produced only by cooling down the gas
 violation of the Second Law?

◦ Maxwell did not want to say that he had found a way to violate the Second Law!



Why the Second Law began to be challenged

Maxwell’s letter to Tait
Leff, H.S. & Rex, A.F. (eds) (2003). Maxwell's Demon 2: Entropy, Classical and Quantum 

Information, Computing. Institute of Physics. ISBN 0-7503-0759-5
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Maxwell clarified his view of the demon (quoted in Knott, 1911) in an 
undated letter to Tait:

Concerning Demons.
1. Who gave them this name? Thomson.
2. What were they by nature? Very small BUT lively beings incapable of 

doing work but able to open and shut valves which move without 
friction or inertia.

3. What was their chief end? To show that the 2nd Law of 
Thermodynamics has only a statistical certainty.

4. Is the production of an inequality of temperature their only occupation? 
No, for less intelligent demons can produce a difference in pressure as 
well as temperature by merely allowing all particles going in one 
direction while stopping all those going the other way. This reduces the 
demon to a valve. As such value him. Call him no more a demon but a 
valve like that of the hydraulic ram, suppose.



Why the Second Law began to be challenged

Maxwell‘s emphasis

◦ Let us consider a twelve-particle-gas

◦ Let the door open all the time (no demon!)

◦ It‘s probable that temporary temperature differences between the two chambers 
will occur

◦ Maxwell‘s emphasis:

 The Second Law has a statistical character



Why the Second Law began to be challenged

 Thermodynamics

◦ A macroscopic theory: systems can be described by few state variables

 Kinetic Theory

◦ Many aspects of thermodynamics can be derived microscopically

◦ The idea that matter like gases consists of particles led Maxwell to consider the 
“Demon“.

 Maxwell‘s Demon

◦ Maxwell‘s emphasis: the Second Law has a statistical character



Why the Second Law began to be challenged

Fluctuation phenomena

◦ The recognition came that fluctuation phenomena can be 
observed in the laboratory (e.g. Brownian motion)

◦ They were seen as microscopically visible violations of the Second 
Law

◦ The fear grew that these microscopic “violations“ of the Second 
Law could be accumulated or amplified to macroscopic ones

◦ People moved away from Maxwell‘s intention (discussion of the 
range of validity and the statistical character of the Second Law) 
and started to think about how the Demon could be exorcised



Why the Second Law began to be challenged

 Thermodynamics

◦ A macroscopic theory: systems can be described by few state variables

 Kinetic Theory

◦ Many aspects of thermodynamics can be derived microscopically

◦ The idea that matter like gases consists of particles led Maxwell to consider the 
“Demon“.

 Maxwell‘s Demon

◦ Maxwell‘s emphasis: the Second Law has a statistical character

◦ People moved away from Maxwell‘s intention and started to think about how 
the Demon can be exorcised



Problems of the exorcisms
(stated by Earman and Norton)

Taking Szilard‘s one-molecule-engine as an example



Problems of the exorcisms

Szilard‘s one-molecule-engine

◦ Forget about entropy generation due to information acquisition for instance.

◦ Let us assume that we want the Second Law to hold for the one-molecule-engine.

◦ As Szilard stated, running through a cycle reduces the system‘s entropy (if we do 
not assume any entropy generation due to information acquisition). That means 
that we have to find out how the entropy reduction is compensated.



Problems of the exorcisms

Szilard‘s one-molecule-engine

◦ Why should we consider the entropy compensation to be caused 
by information acquisition?

◦ Szilard shows that an entropy generation due to information 
acquisition would save the Second Law in this particular case. But 
what does that tell us about the general impossibility of violating 
the Second Law?



Problems of the exorcisms

 Considerations of particular demons only
◦ It is not clear how to infer the general impossibility of violating 

the Second Law from the considered particular demons



Problems of the exorcisms
Szilard, "On the decrease of entropy in a thermodynamic system by the intervention of intelligent beings“
original from (1929), translation in Maxwell's demon: Entropy, Information, Computing,
Leff and Rex, Princeton Univ. press pp. 124-133 (1990)



Problems of the exorcisms

Szilard‘s one-molecule-engine

It is not clear what Szilard assumes and what he infers. His paper can be interpreted 
in two ways:

◦ He assumes the Second Law. From this assumption, he infers a compensating 
entropy cost.
 He saves the Second Law by assuming it. From this point of view, his statement 
is not false, but meaningless. In terms of the Second Law discussion, it‘s reducible 
to the trivial statement „the Second Law holds  the Second Law holds“.

◦ For heuristic reasons (not by assumption), he considers the Seconds Law‘s 
statement (non-decreasing entropy) to set up an equation to calculate an entropy 
cost. Then he forgets about the Second Law and postulates an entropy cost due to 
information acquisition. From this postulate, he infers the Second Law. Also this is 
not false, but to eventually verify the Second Law, we would have to verify the 
new postulate.

Both ways do not lead to an successful exorcism!



Problems of the exorcisms

 Considerations of particular demons only
◦ It is not clear how to infer the general impossibility of violating 

the Second Law from the considered particular demons

 Unclear what is assumed and what is inferred
◦ It‘s quite unclear whether the stated principle is a consequence 

of the supposition of the Second Law or an independent 
postulate.

 Earman and Norton‘s Dilemma



Earman and Norton‘s Dilemma
Dilemma for an information theoretic exorcism of the 
Demon



Earman and Norton‘s Dilemma

Exorcist XIV: The Wrath of Maxwell's Demon. Part II. From Szilard to Landauer and Beyond.
Earman and Norton
Stud. Hist. Phil. Mod. Phys., Vol 30, No. 1 p1--40, 1999
Page 2



Earman and Norton‘s Dilemma

 The combination of object system 
and Demon forms a canonical 
thermal system(*). 
It follows that the Second Law of 
thermodynamics holds for the 
combined system. This result is 
automatic and no information 
theoretic notions are needed to 
generate it.

sound case of the dilemma

 The combination of object system 
and Demon does not form a 
canonical thermal system(*).
Then we need a new physical 
postulate to ensure that the Second 
Law holds for the combined system. 
Any such postulate, either a general 
one or one specifically relating 
entropy and information, requires 
independent justification.

profound case of the dilemma

Dilemma for an information theoretic exorcism of the Demon

(*): Earman and Norton define a canonical thermal system as follows:
„We may define a canonical thermal system as one that obeys the standard laws of 
thermodynamics; *…+“

EITHER OR



Earman and Norton‘s Dilemma

Example: Szilard‘s one-molecule-engine

Remember what we have said about Szilard‘s paper. There are two 
possible interpretations:

◦ He assumes the Second Law  infers an entropy cost

This is the sound case of the dilemma!

◦ He postulates an entropy cost  infers the Second Law

This is the profound case of the dilemma!



Comments on Bennett‘s 
exorcism
Why Bennett has not successfully exorcised the 
Demon



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Exorcist XIV: The Wrath of Maxwell's Demon. Part II. From Szilard to Landauer and Beyond.
Earman and Norton. Stud. Hist. Phil. Mod. Phys., Vol 30, No. 1 p1--40, 1999

On page 14, we find:



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Bennett‘s argument

Bennett argues as follows:

◦ In order to violate the Second Law, the 
Demon has to gather information

◦ To work cyclically, the Demon has to erase 
the information on the end of every cycle

◦ Erasure is logically irreversible. As Landauer 
stated, logically irreversible procedures 
cause an entropy increase

◦ The amount of the entropy increase 
compensates the entropy decrease due to 
the usage of the information



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Landauer, R. Irreversibility and Heat Generation in the Computing Process. IBM Journal of 
Research and Development, 3, 183-191

Let us turn to page 5 of the paper, 
chapter 4: logical irreversibility and entropy generation



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Landauer, R. Irreversibility and Heat Generation in the Computing Process. IBM Journal of 
Research and Development, 3, 183-191



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Bennett‘s argument

◦ Landauer‘s erasure principle has been inferred from the assumption of the 
Second Law!

◦ Bennett argued that Landauer‘s erasure principle provides the entropy 
compensation

◦ Thus, Bennett has exorcised the Demon with the assumption of the Second 
Law, i.e. he has saved the Second Law by assuming it!

◦ Bennett’s paper is subject to the sound case of the dilemma

◦ This is what also Earman and Norton have stated:



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Exorcist XIV: The Wrath of Maxwell's Demon. Part II. From Szilard to Landauer and Beyond.
Earman and Norton. Stud. Hist. Phil. Mod. Phys., Vol 30, No. 1 p1--40, 1999

On page 15, we find:



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Bennett has taken notice of this objection. In a recent paper (February 
2008), he wrote:



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Charles H. Bennett, “Notes on Landauer’s principle, Reversible Computation, and Maxwell’s 
Demon”, IBM Research Division, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, USA (February 2, 2008)
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So let us turn to the third 
section of the paper



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Charles H. Bennett, “Notes on Landauer’s principle, Reversible Computation, and Maxwell’s 
Demon”, IMB Research Division, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, USA (February 2, 2008)
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*…+



Notes on Bennett‘s exorcism

Bennett‘s paper

◦ Bennett has not successfully exorcised the Demon, since his 
argumentation is based on Landauer‘s erasure principle which 
assumes the Second Law.

◦ Nevertheless, Landauer‘s and Bennett‘s papers are very 
interesting. Accepting the Second Law, they provide an interesting 
interpretation of the necessary entropy compensation.



Summary



Summary

 Introduction

◦ Maxwell‘s emphasis: think about the statistical character of the 
Second Law

◦ People moved away from Maxwell‘s intention and started to 
think about how the Demon can be exorcised



Summary

 Problems of the exorcisms

◦ Considerations of particular demons only (It is not clear how to 
infer the general impossibility of violating the Second Law from 
the considered particular demons)

◦ Unclear what is assumed and what is inferred
 Earman and Norton’s dilemma

 Sound case: the Second Law is assumed

 Profound case: a new physical postulate has to be verified



Summary

 Comments on Bennett‘s exorcism

◦ Bennett has not successfully exorcised the Demon because he 
has assumed the Second Law

◦ Bennett’s paper still has value in explaining consequences of the 
Second Law



Questions?


